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CANOPY

The glass canopy over the terrace mainly 
serves as protection from adverse weather 
conditions, such as rain, snow or strong 
sunlight. The canopy system is designed 
for different types of construction, such as: 
single-sided, double-sided, three-sided. 

Glass is a modernist material with extraor-
dinary functionality. The glass panes of the 
canopy, depending on your choice, can have 
a self-cleaning or sun control coating. We 
recommend using a concealed or traditional 
gutter drainage system.

CANOPY

Size

RAL palette Functionality

Safety
Max. roofing length 5 m.
Width unlimited

Natural anode, anthracite (RAL 7016), white 
aluminium (RAL 9006). Any system colour 
from RAL*

Self-cleaning coating, sun control coating

Laminated and tempered safety glass
with the thickness of: 55.2, 66.2, 88.2

*available on request



VARIANTS

Side wall construction provides for a wide 
range of possibilities. Options include a 
fixed partition wall, UL all-glass railing, 
top-mounted hybrid railing. These types of 
railings can also be configured in conjunc-
tion with sliding systems.

Glasimo systems used in conservatories 
allow for complete folding in the sum-
mer and individual configuration of the 
arrangement of glass panes, method of 
opening and securing against opening. 
We offer two types of sliding systems.

VARIANTS OF 
GLASS WALLS

SLIDING SYSTEMS

Accordion system allows you to provide wide open 
passages in a variety of arrangements, including: 
opening to the right or left side, so-called curtain 
opening to both sides of the wall. The structure 
folds inward into the room.

GRS sliding-folding system 

Fixed wall

Sliding system

UL all-glass
balustrades

GRS sliding system
on a UL all-glass

balustrades

Top-mounted
hybrid balustrade

STEP sliding system *
on a hybrid balustrades

*coming soon

STEP is an original product of Glasimo Projects. The 
revolutionary opening mechanism allows the glass 
panes to slide in a stacking manner, forming a con-
sistent single plane of glass when folded.

STEP sliding system *

*coming soon
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Practicality

Additional lighting Leakproofness

Drainage system
Year-round use

Possibility of installing LED lighting 
in the top beams of the canopy

Additional seals between the glass panes

Traditional gutter or concealed system

See the animation of the 
system on YouTube

youtu.be/IrOgA07Y_BY

A conservatory is an ideal solution for those who 
want to relax outdoors regardless of the weather 
conditions outside, both in the spring-summer and 
autumn-winter seasons. A glass terrace canopy pro-
motes spending time outdoors. Additional protec-
tion in the form of a glass side-wall construction and 
the use of sliding systems allow the use of this type 
of structures even in colder weather.
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